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i 

questions presented 
Do the Petitioners believe that the Chief Executive Officer 

Commissioner of Blaseball, who was very plainly and until very 

recently an unpaid intern in the service of THE SHELLED 

ONE, is one of the rich people they wish to eat? 

Do the Petitioners acknowledge that by slandering the 

Commissioner in their baseless suit, they are placing Parker 

MacMillan III at the selfsame risk of incineration and physical, 

mental, and immaterial harm they seek to defend themselves of? 

Do the Petitioners secretly wish to become rich themselves 

and enrich themselves at the expense of the Class they supposedly 

represent, by demanding so many fees and conditions in response 

to a time of incredible change and transition in Blaseball? 

Should the Petitioners not then eat themselves? 

Is the Commissioner (namely, respondent Parker 

MacMillan III) doing a great job? 

Is Ami. B. a briefer way of writing Amicus Brief Curiae? I 

literally never want to write these three words together again yuck 

 

ii 

identity and interest of amicus 
curiae 

Pursuant to Sunbeams Court Rule 69, Counsel Errant 

respectfully submit this brief amicus curiae in support of One of the 

Respondents Only, Parker MacMillan III. 

Counsel Errant LLLC is a Dlelaware corporation dedicated 

to supporting attorneys at law across borders who just want a hand 

up, not a handout. Youni B Jazzhand is an anticapitalist and enemy 
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of fortune, who as a low-budget but lower middle class Blaseball 

speculator dedicated to reinvesting profits in their local 

community, would not benefit from either Petitioners or 

Respondents winning the splorts law case of the season. 

This case is of vital concern to the public interest mission of 

Amici because the Justices of the Moab Circuit [keeper sins in 

Sunbeams Court] has established a violent precedent effectively 

authorizing mass guilt and death on a scale more suited to servants 

of THE SHELLED ONE . Although Parker MacMillan III has 

been doing A Great Job for literally 0s of seasons, commissioning 

blaseballs, fetching coffees, writing tweets and other essential 

duties, this case would expose them to death over a few unspilled 

coins with little or no process or meaningful judicial review.  

It is also unclear what the Wexico City Mild Wings mean by 

striking from the record the unassailable incontrovertible and 

axiomatic truth that The commissioner is doing a great job. 

(Superior Court of the Internet, Case No. 99+, Complaint 8.) 

Amicus contends that the Wexico City Mild Wings could be struck 

off the case for doing such a bad job on behalf of the class, and that 

such striking off would be optional because I don't hold any grudge 

against them I'm just saying think about it. 

iii 

argument 
A. The Commissioner Is Doing A Great Job. The 

commissioner is doing a great job. 

B. The Blaseball Gods Are Fickle. This is the first season 

of a new era, and you're immediately suing them? No 

incinerations, no angry crows, no rain of blood, no 

literally enslaved players in a demonic team and this is the 

thanks The Boss gets? Wow. I don't want to find out 

how this goes. 
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C. Complaint Is Partially Smeared In Wing Grease And 

Rendered Illegible. It should therefore be thrown out. 

Also, what the heck is a jury trail? It sounds fun I want 

to go on one. But that's exactly what Petitioners are 

seeking from this Court. 

D. Promissory Estoppel Does Not Apply To Blaseball. 

There is no contractual relationship between the 

Petitioners and the Respondents.  

E. Even If Promissory Estoppel Did Apply To 

Blaseball,  Respondent Has The Right Of 

Subrogation To Find Out Whose Fault Eat The Rich 

Not Firing Is. Parker is doing a great job as 

Commissioner, but in all other aspects of the job is 

incapable and incompetent. Instead of needlessly 

harassing Prime Minister MacMillan III, petitioners 

should try finding out who is really responsible. Once 

petitioners can establish guilt beyond any doubt of who 

is responsible for their alleged loss, the Commissioner 

would be happy to live up to their responsibilities as 

long as it is clear that they were in no way responsible 

for this thing that may or may not have happened. He's 

just as much a victim here as Joe Tokyo Lift and it's 

frankly outrageous that petitioners are painting him as 

somehow powerful or able to change things. 

F. Petitioners Have Provided Evidence That The 

Commissioner Could Not Possible Be Responsible 

For The Failure Of The Rich To Be Eaten. Any 

reader of the Blaseball commissioner's Twitter feed will 

come to the conclusion that no-one would ever give him 

enough power to deliberately affect an aspect of the 

game determined by the Rule Book. 
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G. Complaint Is Targeted Harassment Of The 

Respondent Parker MacMillan III. See Superior 

Court of the Internet, Case No. 99+, Demand D. By 

threatening the Commissioner with a workout, 

Petitioners have destroyed all credibility and pretence 

that they are representing the Blaseball underclasses. 

Petitioners legal counsel are pursuing a grudge against 

actions made under the previous Boss of Blaseball (c.f. 

THE SHELLED ONE) whereas Respondent as 

CEO Commissioner Prime Minister is acting on behalf 

of "Fans, just like you" (Superior Court of the Internet, 

Case No. 99+, Complaint 9) to fix the splort. 

iv 

conclusion 
The Commissioner is doing a great job. 

Accordingly, this Court should strike Parker 

MacMillan III as a Defendant from the Case, and instead 

leave the entity That Coin, p.a.k.a. The Boss a.k.a. The 

Blaseball Gods as the sole Respondent. 

Blaseball teams have fought God and lost. Now it's 

time for justice to prevail – real justice – and to sue God and 

win. pls leave parker alone ;_____; 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Youni B (#0067) Jazzhand, Esquire 
Counsel Errant 

The Bloodhouse, Breckenridge, Colorado,  

United Stlates of America 
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